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Short Bio
Hazel Buchanan is the author of Surviving Anna. She was born and raised in East Sussex,
England. After graduating with a Bachelor of Laws from the University of Bristol, Hazel
emigrated to Australia. She lives in the mountains of northern New South Wales with her
husband, Gordon, and Tristan, the youngest of their three sons. Tristan designed the cover
for his mother's first book.

Hazel teaches woodwind at an Anglican College on the mid-north coast and runs the local
Shotokan karate club.
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Contact Details
hb@hazelbuchanan.com
www.hazelbuchanan.com
https://www.facebook.com/hazelbuchanan.books/
Mobile: 0458 572525

Surviving Anna
Hazel Buchanan was only five when she learned of the harrowing event that would later
form the basis for her debut novel. She grew up wondering how such a tragedy could have
happened and what the long term consequences would be. As an adult, the story stayed
with her. She felt the need for answers but was never able to discover the facts. In the end,
she decided to write her own version. Surviving Anna is the result.

Set in New South Wales and England, Surviving Anna tells the story of Laura Vine as she
embarks on the most important journey of her life. Laura, as a character, appeared to
Hazel first as a small child and, later, as a troubled teenager. It was not until Laura became
a woman herself that her story began to crystallize.

Despite her attempts to bury the trauma that marred her childhood, Laura is haunted by a
recurring, vivid nightmare. Her composure is shaken by meeting businessman Adam
Moretti, who perceives her vulnerability without understanding its cause. It is at Adam's
persuasion that Laura sets out to unravel the mysteries of her past: a quest that’s charged
with anger, grief and confusion. Shocked by the story she uncovers, Laura finds herself
confronted with questions about her own capacity to love.

An excerpt from Surviving Anna is available on Hazel’s website:
www.hazelbuchanan.com/books, which is also home to Hazel's blog.
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AVAILABLE FROM: Amazon
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Reviews
“A beautifully crafted and enjoyable book. I found it gripping and could not put it
down…This is a novel which both informs and challenges.”
“For readers who enjoy suspense and climax. Plot flows and characters are carefully
described. Entertaining and unusual.”
“The tragedy that shadows the life of the lead character, Laura, makes this book a page
turner. I was swept along by the unfolding mysteries surrounding her childhood. The scars
in this woman's psyche are accurately portrayed, the way she is not willing to take the risk
of being emotionally involved even though her lover is devoted and ready to be her best
friend and father of her children.”
“Once started I could not put the book down as new elements were introduced and
circumstances came to light in each chapter to maintain suspense. I relished the rich
language used to describe environments and situations and enjoyed the Sydney/summer,
England/winter contrast.”
“A sensitively written story of secrets, grief, mystery and love - suspensefully told.”
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Bio Talking Points
1. Hazel teaches woodwind at a K-12 independent school.

•

She studied Law before moving to Australia and starting a high quality furniture making
business (Mountain Top Timbers) with her husband Gordon.

•

She has been teaching music for 22 years.

2. Surviving Anna is Hazel’s first novel. She is currently working on a second book,
Spiralling Forces.

3. Hazel and Gordon have three sons: Jack, Harry and Tristan.

•

Tristan designed the cover for Surviving Anna

Novel Talking Points
1. Surviving Anna is literary fiction.

2. The story evolved from Hazel’s emotional reaction, as a young child, to a tragedy that
befell her best friend’s nextdoor neighbours.

3. Laura Vine, the protagonist, is a successful, career-driven young woman living in
Sydney, who has never established a long-term intimate relationship.

•

Laura never talks about her mother.

4. Laura meets Adam over a business lunch where they discuss his company’s training
needs.

•

Both are immediately attracted but, while Adam seeks to pursue a relationship, Laura
is shaken by the strength of her feelings for him. Her recurring childhood nightmare
returns.

5. Adam succeeds in drawing Laura into a relationship. After an issue at work, she
decides to take her unused leave and spend Christmas with her sister in England.
Adam agrees to go too.
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•

Over Christmas, Adam realizes that Laura’s inhibitions about marriage, her mother and
having children all stem from a childhood trauma. Laura refuses to discuss it, and he
sets out to discover the truth for himself.

6. Adam and Jess, Laura’s younger sister, convince Laura to start facing up to the past.
But when Adam and Laura return to Australia, their relationship flounders.

•

Faced with two confronting personal situations, Laura returns to England to speak to
her father.

•

Her experiences in England result in Laura discovering the truth about the tragedy that
has haunted her since she was seven years old.

7.

Back in Australia, Laura and Adam’s relationship reaches a crisis point, as she begins
the process of re-evaluating her life.

Sample Interview Questions
1. Is writing novels something you have always aspired to?

2. When did you start writing Surviving Anna?

3. What was the inspiration for the story?

4. Without giving too much away, you touch on several difficult topics in the book. Were
you writing from personal experience?

5. Why did you decide to self-publish?

6. Have you found it a rewarding experience?

7. What has the audience reaction to Surviving Anna been like, so far?

8. Do you have a second novel planned?

